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1 Instead of responsible people removing Trump after his
Jan 18 “physical,” a health coverup ensued. In a WH full of
cowards, opportunists & enablers, no one has had the
courage to act. His family, desperate & in denial, allows
him to crater in public, to protect their own needs.

2 This was 100% predictable. As sure as the sun rises, leaving Trump in office has

resulted in daily public humiliations. He was symptomatic when he took office (the

public didn't see it yet) & it's now very bad. Here’s 5 thread layers, back to the 2018
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1 We won't have to witness the Trump dementia show for much 
longer because he is rapidly changing now. That’s the thing- 
dementia steadily worsens. His condition will degrade to meet 
whatever threshold even his most ardent supporters insist on 
seeing b4 they admit he has dementia

1,610 10:14 PM - Jun 9, 2019

772 people are talking about this

3 Trump supporters may be OK w/ this fiasco. We are not. When analyzing how long

will this be allowed to go on, we are faced w/ the reality that we have no responsible

governing body or authority, that will remove a POTUS who is heavily impaired from

dementia that worsens daily.

4 Trump could not work at a bank or drive a vehicle for business. It happens every

day in America. Doctors give patients & families bad news. Lifestyles are scaled back.

Instead we have this oddity of Ivanka acting as caregiver & minder for her enfeebled

dad in a figurehead role.
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5 Most likely, Trump is refusing to allow a neurological exam. He is a classic highly

combative patient in denial. That said, he’s probably found a friendly doctor who is

giving him Memantine/Levodopa/Zoloft for memory, movement & depression.

Nothing works 
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Trump is wearing something something pretty substantial under 
his suit to cause this pronounced protrusion on his backside. 
Guessing it's a body brace to help his balance & contain 
movements. This is a still frame. Attached tweet has ABC 
videotwitter.com/2021_free/stat…

Patricia Revisits Patrick Henry @2021_free
He sickens me.  
Please lock him up!   
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1,253 2:23 AM - Jun 29, 2019

1,587 people are talking about this

6 Trump flubbed badly at the G20. Gaffes on Western Democratic Liberalism &

coming out w/ a busing policy that's going to be "very surprising" in "about 4 weeks,”

are nothing compared to what’s in store for him. His condition is totally debilitating.

Watch 
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Replying to @atrupar

Asked for this thoughts on the busing policy Kamala Harris 
attacked Joe Biden over at the debate, Trump punts by 
suggesting, oddly, that his administration will soon come out with 
some sort of busing-related policy

435 2:33 PM - Jun 29, 2019

237 people are talking about this

7 Trump’s dementia symptoms are ubiquitous. Noticeably he is shutting down &

becoming more vacant. He is now unable to reliably reproduce what he’s reading-

this week he read, “A third assailant burst out of a wardrobe, wearing a wardrobe.”

He will lose the ability to read aloud.

8 Trump's supporters love his raw stupidity. There is no challenge for them to learn

anything new & if he does hear a new thing, he tweets it like a discovery. He is them,

on their worst day, every day. More importantly. He hates what they hate. His

supporters are in for a shock.

9 Ivanka & Kush's roles of caregiver & conniver won't last for much longer. They have

already extended Trump's WH time well beyond the limit. His mask-like facial

expressions & protruding tongue, next to Ivanka, are a perfect representation of a

situation she can't handle or fix
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10 Trump’s public appearances are unsustainable. He has no awareness of how bad

he appears & keeps doing them. It exposes his condition & stamps “Figurehead” on

his forehead. There will be a dementia event so bad, it shocks all observers. He won't

be the GOP candidate in Nov 2020
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